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EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN YOUR PMR PLUS…

6 Terminal Installs Included

No N3 Line Required

200 Free Sms Texts P/M

24/7 Remote Access

Educational Webinars

100% Web-based 

No Hardware Contracts

Secure & Reliable

New Modern Technology

Dedicated Support  

£260
per month

All just for…

https://www.rxweb.co.uk
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The Valley Pharmacy 
The Valley Pharmacy is situated in 
Holmfirth, Huddersfield. It is owned 
and operated by Mr Tausif Hameed. 
Mr Hameed and his team have been 
using RxWeb since 2016 and in this 
case study, he shares his experiences 
of using the system and what it has 
meant for his business.

After choosing RxWeb back in 2016, not only has Mr Hameed been successful in cutting costs, but  
he quickly discovered that RxWeb could offer his pharmacy and business much more than his previous 
PMR providers. 

“We use RxWeb in 2 of our branches. One is a 40-hour pharmacy based here on Holmfirth Road and the 
other is an online pharmacy. When we decided we were going to make a change the biggest things for us 
was cost and ease of use. We still wanted a system that had the functionality, but we felt we could get a 
better deal,” explains Mr. Hameed. “The onboarding process was very simple. We were up and running 
very quickly and it didn’t take long for us to see the positives of the web-based system. 

“I was hesitant to change my PMR system at first as I didn’t particularly want to learn a new PMR system 
or have the disruption within my pharmacy. But I can honestly say the switch over to RxWeb was so 
incredibly easy. I wanted to increase my PCs from 2 to 4 and I thought I would have to buy all new 
hardware and have new network cables installed for the extra PC’s, but this was not the case. I was able 
to use my old hardware and simply buy 2 new PC’s which I could connect via Wi-Fi, so it was really easy 
with very little disruption to my Pharmacy. RxWeb installed their software onto my PC’s, transferring my 
old data across which I could repeat from and then Maggie the trainer spent a full day with my pharmacy 
team showing us how to use the system. We basically started on RxWeb exactly where we left off on our 
old PMR System.”

MAKING THE SWITCH

““I was hesitant to change 
my PMR system at first, 

but I can honestly say the 
switch over to RxWeb was 

so incredibly easy.”

https://www.rxweb.co.uk
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GROWING WITH RXWEB

THE SYSTEM

“Since joining RxWeb I opened a new Online Pharmacy. This venture required a substantial investment of 
time and resources to set up and at a time where I was extremely busy. RxWeb helped me to retain full 
control over my 40-hour pharmacy.”

RxWeb Provides full remote access to the business so that staff can work from anywhere at any time. 
Whether you have one branch or 20, you can log into any location from a simple dropdown menu. 

“While I was building the online pharmacy, I could keep control over day-to-day activities at  
The Valley Pharmacy and vice versa, all without having to be on the actual premises so it  
was extremely flexible for my business needs. Then, when Covid hit and I had to work  
from home during an isolation period, my business continuity was not affected, and  
I could carry on with my duties from home which was crucial for my business.”

“We definitely have more freedom to work in the ways that make sense  
for us. We have also grown with RxWeb onto their new HTML5 platform.”

As a web-based system, RxWeb affords its users many advantages over other locally  
hosted systems on the market. It is flexible, faster, cheaper, reliable and more efficient. 

A stable, secure, and fully functional PMR system is the most basic requirement for any pharmacy.  
RxWeb exceeds the basic requirements to offer functionality to manage all aspects of the business  
from ordering and dispensing to reporting and clinical services.

““We definitely have 
more freedom to 

work in the ways that 
make sense for us.”

“The biggest differences between RxWeb and other PMRs I’ve used before, probably come from the 
web-based functionality. It’s not one big difference but rather a range of smaller features that are possible 
because of the nature of the system. Not having to worry about N3 Line issues on our end or the cost of 
an N3 line at all. The benefit of having 6 PCs included in the monthly cost, along with the remote access 
has transformed how we work. Having the confidence to know my data is also backed up with every 
interaction with the system and stored off site, gives great peace of mind.”

“I think web-based solutions can be more reliable and easier to use. They make the most sense  
in almost every sector and industry I’d like to see more adoption in our industry.”

““Having the confidence 
to know my data is also 
backed up with every 
interaction gives great 

peace of mind.”

https://www.rxweb.co.uk
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THE DEVELOPMENT 

THE PRICING

Having recently upgraded the entire system to HTML5, RxWeb is now future proofed for years to come. 
This project was a massive undertaking and took almost 3 years to complete. Now, RxWeb is faster, 
smoother, and more reliable than ever before. 

The time it takes to develop and release new features to the system has also reduced significantly which 
means our product roadmap has become much more agile. Because of this, we have adopted a new 
system release schedule meaning customers will receive new features and functionality on a much more 
regular basis. And as a web-based system, all updates are rolled out remotely by our development team.

“The speed and reliability of the system has improved significantly since 
the upgrade in December. And since then, I really feel RxWeb have 
listened to their customers when it comes to development  
needs or suggestions. It’s comforting to know that the  
system we’re using is being updated and improved.”

RxWeb is not cheap. RxWeb is excellent value.

At our modest price you get everything you need to run your  
business efficiently and effectively. Including up to 6 PCs installed  
with RxWeb and patient communications (SMS texts automatically sent 
to your patients by scanning your bag labels to update script status).

“My monthly cost of £260 includes 6 software licenses. I currently have 4 in my pharmacy and 1 laptop at 
home, and I have plans to add RxWeb to another PC in my Pharmacy. I have the use of 200 texts every 
month and unlimited emails to remind my patients that their scripts are ready for re-ordering or collecting 
and I can email my GP direct from RxWeb to request repeat prescriptions. I have real-time data backups 
included, and of course, remote access to both of my branches whenever I need it. Compared to my 
previous PMR monthly costs of £459 for 2 PC’s, I have saved around £11,940 since switching to RxWeb. 
Plus, the increased productivity with the extra PCs to work from. That’s where the value is.”

““The speed and reliability 
of the system has 

improved significantly 
since the upgrade.”

““I have saved 
around £11,940 
since switching 

to RxWeb.”

https://www.rxweb.co.uk
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THE SUPPORT & TRAINING 

“Maggie was such a pleasure to have in our pharmacy to train my pharmacy team. We observed first-hand 
how to use RxWeb, then we all took turns at dispensing and learnt the system in a morning it was so easy 
to use. Maggie showed me how I can complete my EPS claiming from home if I needed to. This element 
has made such a difference to my lifestyle that I am no longer working late from the pharmacy I can 
perform these aspects from the comfort of my own home, without the need for separate remote access 
software.”

“Once our training day was over, we all felt confident in our choice of moving to RxWeb and very rarely 
need help or support as we feel we know RxWeb inside out. If we do need to contact the support team, 
we ring or email. If it isn’t anything urgent, we tend to email our questions and support will ring us back to 
help, but when we needed a new printer installed we rang in and RxWeb remotely accessed our PC’s and 
set up our new printers for us there and then.”

“My pharmacy teams know and trust RxWeb.”

https://www.rxweb.co.uk
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MORE BUSINESS BENEFITS OF RXWEB 

Cloud Based Technology – allowing remote access to all of your patient data from anywhere,  
at any time.

Hub and Spoke Environment – ability to access and manage your group pharmacies more 
efficiently.

6 Software Licence Pricing Model – allows you to use 6 PCs per pharmacy, all for the same  
monthly cost.

No Local N3 Connection Required – Freedom to choose your ow broadband provider for the  
best deal and connection, saving up to £200 per month, per branch.

Fast, intuitive and easy-to-use system with comprehensive functionality.

200 Free Texts and Unlimited Emails – Increase customer loyalty and compliance.

Barcode scanning – allows you to send a text by scanning the bag label.

Data Migration – your existing PMR data transferred across to RxWeb as live data.

Not PC or Network Dependent – all PCs work independently and failure on one PC does not 
impact the ability to use other PCs.

Real Time/Secure Offsite Backups – Protecting your data and no need for backing up data 
yourself.

Hardware Independent - Customers can use their own hardware, subject to meeting  
minimum specifications.

Head Office Control Included – Manage your head office rules and buying centrally  
and more effectively.

Integrations – Multiple integrations available for Robots / EMar / Buying Groups / Ordering 
Cascades.

Secure Data - No data is held locally on any PC, eliminating the risk of lost patient data 
through hardware failure or falling into the wrong hands in the event of theft. Therefore, no 
local backups need to be done.

ISO27001 Accredited Data Centres – RxWeb is hosted in two separate NHS  
approved data centres for maximum security, reliability and resilience.

https://www.rxweb.co.uk
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CONTACT US TO BOOK A FREE NO-OBLIGATION 
DEMONSTRATION AND FOR MORE INFORMATION:

sales@rxweb.co.uk

RXWEB CONTACTS

Lindsay Power – BDM for Northern England, Midlands and North Wales

Lindsay.Power@clanwilliamhealth.com

07557 978017

Danny Thiele – BDM for East of England, South East and London

Daniel.Thiele@clanwilliamhealth.com

07984 611454

James Garland – BDM for South West and South Wales

James.Garland@clanwilliamhealth.com

07375 541848

Jon Williams – Sales Manager

Jon.Williams@clanwilliamhealth.com

07711006781

https://www.rxweb.co.uk
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RxWeb is a Clanwilliam Health product.
www.clanwilliamhealth.com

Manage all your pharmacies
anytime and anywhere.

http://www.clanwilliamhealth.com

